JHU-011
RRID:CVCL_5986
Type: Cell Line

Proper Citation

(ATCC Cat# CRL-2719, RRID:CVCL_5986)

Cell Line Information

URL: https://web.expasy.org/cellosaurus/CVCL_5986

Proper Citation: (ATCC Cat# CRL-2719, RRID:CVCL_5986)

Description: Cell line JHU-011 is a Cancer cell line with a species of origin Homo sapiens

Sex: Male

Disease: Laryngeal squamous cell carcinoma

Defining Citation: PMID:12925955, PMID:12963126, PMID:21868764, PMID:27397505, PMID:28196595, PMID:29156801, PMID:30894373, PMID:35839778


Category: Cancer cell line

Organism: Homo sapiens

Name: JHU-011

Synonyms: JHU 011, JHU-011-SCC, JHU-O11, JHU011, HNSCC 011, O11, 011, 11

ID: CVCL_5986

Vendor: ATCC

Catalog Number: CRL-2719

Ratings and Alerts

No rating or validation information has been found for JHU-011.

Warning: Discontinued: ATCC; CRL-2719


Data and Source Information

Source: Cellosaurus

Usage and Citation Metrics

We found 1 mentions in open access literature.

Listed below are recent publications. The full list is available at RRID.